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ABSTRACT: A detailedevaluationof thesuitabilityof theIosipescuspecimentestedin the
modifiedWyomingfixture ispresented.Finiteelementanalysisandmoireinterferometryareused
to assesstheuniformityof theshearstressfield in thetestsectionof unidirectionalandcross-ply
graphite-epoxycomposites.Thenonuniformityof thestrainfield andthesensitivityof somefiber
orientationsto thespecimen/fixturecontactmechanicsarediscussed.Theshearesponsesobtained
for unidirectionalandcross-plygraphite-epoxycompositesarediscussedandproblemsassociated
withanomalousbehaviorareaddressed.An experimental determination of the shear response of a
range of material systems using strain gage instrumentation and moire interferometry is performed.
KEY WORDS: Iosipescu specimen, shear modulus, graphite-epoxy, woven fabric, particulate
composite, sheet molding compound.
Introduction
TheIosipescuspecimenwasoriginallyproposedfor theshearstrengthmeasurementof metals
byNicolaeIosipescu[1] in the1960's.In thelate I970's,WalrathandAdams[2] developedthe
Wyomingfixture (W1) andspecimenbaseduponIosipescu'soriginalconcept.Furtherresearchby
AdamsandWalrath[3,4] on thetestgeometryandtestfixtureresultedin theproductionof a
modifiedWyomingfixture (W2)andspecimenwhichhadalargertestsectionandlargerspecimen-
fixture loadintroductionregions,asshownin Fig.l.
Theadvantagesof theIosipescusheartestmethodascomparedwithothersheartestmethods
are (1) its smallspecimensize,(2) theability to evaluatedifferentspecimenthicknesses,(3) the
ability to testawiderangeof materialforms( suchasisotropicandorthotropicmaterials,
compositematerialswith continuousanddiscontinuousfibers,andcompositematerialswith
differentfiberorientations),(4) thecapabilityfor measuringshearpropertiesin the1-2,1-3and2-
3 materialplanesand(5) thepotentialfor measuringshearmodulusandshearstrength.These
attractivefeaturesof theIosipescusheartestmethodhaveresultedin itswideusebythecomposite
materialsindustry.Unfortunately,someproblemsassociatedwith theexperimentalresultshave
beenidentified[5-7]. Theseproblemsare(1)animpureshearstatein thetestsectionfor 0°
specimens, and (2) the large differences in the shear stress-strain responses obtained from 0 °, 90 °
and 00/90 ° specimens, as shown in Fig.2. Note that the 0 ° and 90 ° fiber directions are defined in
Fig. 1 b.
The objective of this paper is to describe the response mechanisms associated with the impure
stress state and the anomalous shear stress-strain response, and to illustrate their relative
importance in a wide variety of composite material systems. The experimental results are presented
to assist in describing the fundamental response mechanisms and to identify any special
precautions which are to be recommended for reliable shear property measurement.
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Shear Stress State in the Test Section
Numerical [3, 9] and experimental [6,10,11] stress analyses have been used to evaluate the
purity and uniformity of the shear stress field in the test section of composite Iosipescu specimens.
It has been shown that the shear stress state developed in the specimen test section depends upon
the material orthotropic ratio (Ex/Ey). This effect is illustrated through a numerical analysis
following an iterative scheme developed by Ho et al. [8] and using material property data [12]
shown in Table 1. Since the stress state in the test section is not uniform and strains are measured
using a small strain gage rosette located at the center of the specimen, it is convenient to present the
shear field in the specimen test section as distributions of shear strain across the notches of the
specimen, and to normalize the strains with respect to the average shear strain 7avg between the
notches. Where
h
"Yavg = 1 _'xy dy
h h_.
2 (1)
and h is the distance between the notch roots. In Fig. 3 the shear strains distributions obtained for
unidirection (0 ° and 90 °) and cross-ply (00/90 °) graphite-epoxy composites are presented. The
shear strain distributions across the notches are not uniform and the distributions are of different
shapes for 0 °, 90 ° and 0"/90 ° specimens. Moire interferometry has also been used to determine the
shear swain distributions between the notches [6,10,11] from the test section surface displacement
components (u,v). Typical moire fringe patterns from 0 ° and 90 ° graphite-epoxy specimens are
shown in Fig.4. The fringes are adjusted such that the u-field contains minimum fringes and most
deformation information is contained in the v-field. The zig-zag pattern in the u-field of the 0 °
specimen and the fringe bands in the v-field of the 90 ° specimen suggest that the material cannot be
regarded as homogeneous [10] as assumed in the numerical analysis. The normal swains are
readily interpreted in terms of the gradients of the fringe contours, in the u field patterns in the x-
direction (horizontal), Ou/'0x, and, in the v field patterns in the y-direction (vertical), 3v/3y.
Calculationof theshearstrainsrequiresthecross derivatives in both fringe patterns. The v-
displacement field for the 0 ° specimen reveals that they are S-shaped such that there is a vertical
gradient corresponding to a normal strain Ey. The v-displacement field for the 90 ° specimen,
shown in Fig.4b, consists of almost straight vertical fringes. Along the line between the notches
and in the center of the test section where strain gages are normally applied, the normal strain Cy is
zero. Shear strain distributions obtained from the moire displacement data are shown in Fig.5.
The experimentally determined shear strain distributions are similar in form to the distributions
obtained from the numerical analysis as presented in Fig.3. The data in Fig. 5 correspond to
several load levels. In the case of the 0 ° graphite-epoxy specimen the shear strain distribution is
sensitive to the load level, particularly near the notch root, and the distribution at the lower load
level is not symmetric. The lack of smoothness in the experimentally determined shear strain
distributions is due to a degree of nonuniformity of the material and numerical errors in
determining the shear strains which are obtained by differentiating the displacement data from the
moire experiment [10].
The normal strain distributions obtained from the numerical analyses are also shown in Fig. 3.
In the ideal case of pure shear the longitudinal (ex) and transverse (ey) strains should be zero in the
specimen test section. In the cases of the 90 ° and 00/90 ° graphite-epoxy pure shear is very nearly
attained in the numerical model. However, the 0° specimen suffers from significant (compressive)
normal strains (ey), Fig.3a. This effect is due to the diffusion of the load introduced by the fixture
into the specimen test section. This load proximity effect is greatest in highly orthotropic materials
when the extensional stiffness in the direction of the specimen x-axis is greater than that in the
transverse y-direction [10]. The presence of the normal strain in the test section causes the strain
gages at_+45 ° to record unequal values. Sullivan [13] stated that "In a properly loaded Iosipescu
specimen, the two strains at +45 deg should be equal in magnitude and opposite in sign to a
reasonable approximation." Lee and Munro [14] showed recently that this condition cannot be
achieved experimentally for 0 ° specimens. The numerical model [8] can be used to determine the
strains that would be recorded by individual gages at +45 ° to show that the phenomenon can be
attributedto thepresenceof transversenormalstrainsin thespecimengagesectionandis an
inherentpropertyof the 0 ° specimen. Simulated individual gage readings for 0% 90 ° and 00/90 °
specimens are shown in Fig.6 for graphite-epoxy composite. It is shown that for 90 ° and 00/90 °
specimens, the magnitude of the compressive strain in the +45°gage is approximately equal to the
magnitude of the tensile strain in the -45 ° gage. But for the 0 ° specimens, the compressive strain
in the +45 ° gage is larger in magnitude than the tensile strain in the -45 ° gage. The ratio of the
tensile strain to compressive strain, as recorded by the +45 ° gages, is found to be 0.6 for graphite-
epoxy composite. Though the two gages in the 0 ° specimen do not record equal and opposite
strains, the shear strain still can be calculated by
712 = SG1 - SG2 (2)
(where SG1 and SG2 are the strains in the +45 ° gages) as long as the normal strains are uniformly
distributed in the gage section [8]. Experimental confirmation of the individual strain gage
behavior is shown in Fig. 7 in which the +45 ° gage reading are very nearly equal and opposite for
the 90 ° and 00/90 ° graphite-epoxy specimens but not for the 0° specimen.
The numerical analyses can be used to demonstrate the sensitivity of the shear strain
distributions in the test section to material orthotropy ratios. It is shown in Fig.8 that for material
with higher orthotropic ratio, such as graphite-epoxy, the shear strain distribution is more
nonuniform than material with lower orthotropic ratio, such as glass-epoxy. The shear strain at the
specimen center does not equal the average shear strain across the notches. Therefore, when strain
gages are located at the center of the specimen, correction factors must be applied to the shear
strain, 7gage, measured by the strain gages to determine the average shear strain, 7avg, across the
notches in the calculation of shear modulus [8-10,15]. The shear modulus G12 is determined by
G12 = "_avg[ ]tavg = (P/A) / (](gage / CF) =CF x G* (3)
where %vg is the averaged shear stress across the notches, CF is the correction factor, G* is the
apparent shear modulus, P is the applied load and A is the cross-sectional area between the
notches. Approximately, the correction factors can be expressed as [8]
CF = 1.036 - 0.125 x log(Ex/Ey) (4)
where Ex and Ey are extensional stiffnesses in the longitudinal and transverse directions,
respectively.
Due to the fixture design and possible material nonhomogeneity, the load transfer mechanism
between fixture and specimen may not be unique between specimens. The effect of load points on
the shear strain disbribution along the notch axis has been evaluated [8,15]. It was found that the
shear stress distribution across the notches for the 90 ° specimen is not sensitive to the load transfer
mechanism. But the shear field for the 0 ° specimen is sensitive to how the load is transferred to the
specimen from the fixture. In practice the specimen-fixture contact mechanism may differ based on
specimen-to-specimen variation. The consequence of the sensitivity of the 0 ° specimen to load
application points is that the shear moduli of the 0 ° specimens may vary from specimen to
specimen.
In summary, the shear stress state produced in the specimen test section is material
dependent, and for a given orthotropic material, the distribution depends upon the orientation of the
the stiffer material axis relative to the specimen axis. When the orthotropic ratio is high and the
extensional stiffness is larger in the direction of the specimen axis, the +45 ° elements of a strain
gage rosette will not be equal and opposite, and the shear strain field between the notch roots will
not be pure. The lack of a pure shear field in the test section does not affect the shear modulus
determination and the shear strain can be determined from the +45 ° gage readings in the same way
as for the pure shear field. In order to obtain consistent shear modulus values correction factors
must be applied to the apparent shear modulus to account for the nonuniform shear fields. The
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case of 0°/90 ° laminates is approximately midway between that of the 0° and 90 ° cases. For cross-
ply specimens the corrected shear modulus will be about 4% higher than the apparent value.
Anomalous Shear Stress-Strain Responses
The shear stress-strain responses for 0 °, 90 ° and 00/90 ° specimens should be the same. The
data presented in Fig. 2 do not correspond to apparently identical shear stress-strain responses
since the shear strain distributions in the test section are different for the three cases and the average
shear stress is plotted against the local shear strain obtained from the strain gages. If the average
shear strain is determined (experimentally or numerically) almost coincident responses can be
obtained [16].
The response for the 90 ° specimen could be different to that shown in Fig.2 if a strain gage
rosette were used on one face of the specimen, as is commonly used. If two strain gages rosettes
were used back-to-back the shear strains recorded from each rosette could be quite different and
anomalous shear stress-strain reponses would be obtained if the data from one of the rosettes were
used. Morton et al. [15] have shown that the differences in the strain gage rosette data is caused by
twisting of the 90 ° specimen. Twisting was also detected in the cross-ply graphite-epoxy specimen
but not in the 0 ° specimen. For back-to-back strain gage rosettes it was found that the effect of
twisting upon the shear stress-strain response could be eliminating by taking the average of the
shears strains form each rosette. An illustration of the way in which specimen twisting can lead to
anomalous shear stress-strain responses is presented in Fig.9a which contains data from a 90 °
graphite-epoxy specimen which has been loaded, unloaded and loaded in various positions in the
fixture. The effect of plotting the average shear stress against the average of front and back surface
shear strain data in Figs.9a is shown in Figs.gb in which a unique response is indicated.
It should be noted that the 90 ° specimen in Fig. 3 fails at a much lower shear stress than the
0 ° and 00/90 ° specimens. Thus an anomaly in the shear stress-strain response of the 90 ° specimen
wiU appear even after correcting for the nonuniform strain distributions in the specimen test section
in the form of apparently premature failure compared to the 0 ° and 00/90 ° specimens. Twisting is
partlyresponsiblefor thiseffectsincetheshearstrainsononesurfaceof thespecimenwill be
higherthanon theother,andof coursehigherthantheaverageof thefront andbacksurfaceshear
strainsusedfor theresponses.Failurewould thenoccurundercombinedmodeII andmodeIII.
The effect of twisting can be significantly reduced by applying a soft layer being the specimen and
the fixture, and the shear stress at failure is increased correspondingly. It is noted, however, that
failure does not initiate at the minimum specimen cross-section [8] but at the junction between the
notch root and flank where significant stresses (gx) transverse to the fiber direction occur [8].
Failures in the 90" specimens will then occur under a complex combination of modes I, II and 13I.
In the case of the 0 ° specimen failure may also be initiated at the junction between the notch root
and flank. However, specimen failure may not occur and the shear stress-strain response may
continue to rise with the applied shear stress in a smooth manner, as a network of cracks parallel to
the fibers develop in the test section. In the 0 ° specimen failure initiates under combined mode I
and II. Since the 00/90 ° specimen also twists and develops a network of cracks in the late stages of
loading, failure will also occur in a complex mode. In none of these specimens does failure occur
in a pure shear mode so the maximum shear stress cannot be taken to represent the shear strength
of the material. Furthermore, the correction factors developed to account for the nonuniform shear
strain state were derived for linear elastic conditions. Material and geometric nonlinearities will
lead to stress redistribution and futher corrections would have to be made if the true material
response is to be obtained.
The stress state in the 0 ° graphite-epoxy specimen is sensitive to the exact interaction between
the specimen and fixture. In practice, this sensitivity will lead to variations in the shear stress-
strain response of apparently identical specimens. It is not clear that this sensitivity can be reduced
other than by seeking unrealistic levels of material uniformity.
Shear ResponseData of Some Material Systems
An importantfeatureof theIosipescuspecimenis thepotentialto measuretheshear
propertiesof awiderangeof materialsystems.Theperformanceof unidirectionalgraphite-epoxy
Iosipescuspecimenstestedin themodifiedWyo_ng fLxturehasbeenusedtoilIustratesome
problemsandpossibleremedies.Thenatureof theproblemsis suchthattheyareof greateror
lesserimportancefor differentmaterialsystems.Key featuresof theshearesponseof arangeof
materialsystemswill be outlined. The material systems are:
(i) Graphite-epoxy woven fabric composites
(ii) Epoxy based aluminum particulate composite
(iii) Sheet molding compound
(iv) Aluminum alloy.
The performance is assessed in terms of conventional strain gage instrumentation and comparison
with moire interferometry. Generally, six strain gaged and two moire specimens were prepared and
tested according to the procedure suggested by Ho et aI. [17]. For the strain gaged specimens,
strain gage rosettes were attached to the specimen on the front and back faces.
Graphite-epoxy woven fabric composites
Five graphite/3501-6 epoxy woven fabric panels were tested. The weave architectures
investigated were a 3k AS4 [0/9017s uniweave [panel 1], a 3k Celion [0/9016s plain weave [panel
2], a 12k AS4 [0/9012s plain weave [panel 3], a 3k Celion [0/9014s 5-harness satin weave [panel 4]
and a 3k Celion [0/9013s 8-harness satin weave [panel 5]. The number of plies in each laminate
differed so that the laminate thicknesses (3.8ram) were nominally the same. A summary of these
five panels is presented in Table 2.
Shear stress-strain resp0nse--The shear stress-strain data obtained from the strain gaged
specimens for the five panels are shown in Figs.10a-e. To eliminate the effect of specimen
twisting [15] on shear modulus, the average of the front and back shear strains was determined.
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The shear stress-strain response for these 5 materials are highly nonlinear with linear response
typically below 0.5 percent shear strain. A 0.2% secant shear modulus was used to determine the
shear modulus. All fabrics exhibited some twisting because of the 90 ° fibers [18]. The shear
stress-strain response for all specimens of the same material was consistent except for one
specimen from panel 2 and all of panel 3. The deviation in response of the panel 2 specimen was
due to nonuniform specimen thickness. In panel 3 (plain weave [0/9012s) the shear stress-strain
data for the six strain-gaged specimens were inconsistent. The shear moduli and strengths together
with the corresponding standard deviations for the five material systems are shown in Table 3.
Since fiber volume fractions of the five material systems are different, a direct comparison of the
shear moduli and strengths of the five material systems cannot be made and is not attempted here.
The standard deviation of the large filament count yarn (12k) AS4 plain weave fabric composite
(,panel 3) is higher than the other smaller filament count yarn fabric composites. This is attributed
to the larger resin rich regions between the large filament count yarns. The mechanisms
responsible for this large variation will be discussed in a subsequent section.
Displacement and strain field in test secfiorl--Nonuniform u- and v-displacement fields in the
test section were observed for specimens from all panels [18]. Typical u- and v-fields of
specimens from panel 3 and panel 4 are shown in Fig. 11. The shear strain distribution between
the notches obtained from moire data reduction was nonuniform for all specimens, as seen in
Fig.12. From Fig.12, the shear modulus correction factors determined experimentally are 1.01,
1.02, 1.12, 0.99 and 0.98 for specimens from panels 1 to 5, respectively. The shear modulus
correction factors are close to unity except for the large tow sized specimen in which the shear
strain distribution in the test section is highly nonuniform and specimen dependent.
High-density fringe bands were observed in the u- and v-displacement fields, Fig. 1I. This
phenomenon is attributed to the nonuniformity of fiber volume fraction which is an artifact of the
textile architecture. Resin rich regions between the yarns create variations in local shear stiffness
resulting in these bands. Furthermore, the observed number of fringe bands across the test section
t/
is in agreementwith thenumberof yamsin thetestsection[18]. A consequenceof the
nonuniformshearstrainfield is thepotentialinaccuracyin measuringthestrainusingstraingages.
Thestrainmeasuredby astraingagecoveringaregioncomposedof primarilyasingleyarnwould
bedifferentif thesamegagewaspositionedprimarilyoveraresinrichregion.
An artifactof textilearchitectureof wovenmaterialsis thesizeof therepeatingcellandyarn
diameterelativeto thesizeof thespecimenstestsectionandthelow probabilityof obtainingthe
sameportionor numberof unitcellsin thetestsectionof specimensfromthesamepanel,see
Figs.1la & c. All of thesefactorscancauseconsiderablevariabilityin themeasuredresponse.
Therefore,it maybenecessarytodevelopalargerspecimenandfixture,anduselargesizedstrain
gagesfor themechanicaltestingof textilecompositematerials.
Epoxy based aluminum particulate composite
The epoxy based aluminum particulate composite was used as potted end support for graphite-
epoxy Z-section stiffeners loaded in compression [19]. The extensional modulus and Poisson ratio
were measured as E=7.75 GPa and v=0.43 [19].
Typical u- and v-field moire fringe patterns are shown in Figs.13a&b. In the u-field, shear
strain component Ou/'0y in the gage section is essentially negligible but are of significant magnitude
at the notches. At the right flank of the bottom notch, tensile ex is observed. In the v-field, the
fringes are not straight in the test section and a small amount of ey exists. The existence of Ey is
due to the low extensional modulus of this particulate composite. The shear strain distribution
across the notches obtained from the moire data reduction is shown in Fig.13b. It is found that the
shear strain distribution is approximately uniform except at the notch regions. The shear strain at
the center of the test section is about 0.94 to 1.02 7avg for all shear strain levels. Under low
loading, the shear strain distribution shows more fluctuations. The behavior of this particulate
composite specimen is similar to that of the 0 ° graphite-epoxy specimen due to the common
characteristic of low transverse stiffness. From this experiment, the secant shear modulus at Yxy
---0.15% was 2.4 GPa. IfE and v values are substituted into G=E/2(I+v), a shear modulus G=2.7
[2_
GPa is obtained. Thus this epoxy based aluminum particulate composite can be regarded as an
isotropic material.
Sheet moTding compound (SMC)
The uniformity of the shear field of the SMC composite was evaluated based on the full field
moire fringe patterns. Also, the dkectionality in the mechanical properties of the SMC materials as
a result of the single-direction movement of the pressing rollers in the manufacturing process was
investigated. Specimens were cut from a panel at different relative orientations (0 °, 30 °, 45 °, 60 °
and 90 °) with respect to a reference axis [20].
The shear responses for specimens cut from different orientations in the same panel are shown
in Fig.14a. The shear behavior of the SMC composite is highly nonlinear with regions of
linearity up to 0.3% shear strain. The corresponding shear moduli are shown in Fig.14b. The
shear modulus varies with specimen orientation. There also exists some scatter, ranging from 3%
to 13%, in the experimental data for specimens from different orientations. Moire experiments
performed on the SMC specimens also detect the effect of different relative specimen orientations
on the mechanical properties [20]. As the relative orientation angle increases from 0 ° to 90 °, the v-
field of the corresponding specimens becomes less S-shaped [20]. The moire fringe patterns for a
specimen of 0 ° relative orientation are shown in Fig. 15a. The normalized shear strain distribution
across the notches obtained from the moire data reduction for 0 ° relative orientation is shown in
Fig. 17b. Depending on the relative orientation, the shear strain distributions are of different shape
[20], which further provide evidence of the direction dependence of the SMC composite materials.
Aluminum alloy
For isotropic materials it is not necessary to use the Iosipescu specimen for shear modulus
measurement since tensile test data can be used to determine the shear modulus. It should be
reca/led that the original Iosipescu specimen was developed for shear strength measurement of
metals. Data for the shear stress-strain response of an aluminum alloy Iosipescu specimen are
/2
presented in Fig. 16a in which the shear strains were taken from a single specimen and a single
strain gage rosette. Significant twisting is apparent from the responses shown in Fig.16.
Averaging sets of shear strain data corresponding to pairs of front and back surface shear strains
eliminates the effect of twisting upon the shear stress-strain response as shown in Fig.16b. The
behavior of the aluminum alloy specimen should be contrasted with the nearly-isotropic SMC and
aluminum filled epoxy specimens which showed little or no evidence of twisting.
Conclusions
The problems associated with the Iosipescu shear test have been identified and demonstrated
numerically and experimentally. The presence of transverse normal strains in the test section of the
specimen is due to the low transverse stiffness 0fthe specimen, such as 0 ° graphite-epoxy, SMC
and epoxy based aluminum particulate composites. The lack of pure shear results in unsymmetric
strain gage readings in the +45 ° gages but does not affect accurate shear strain measurement as long
as the normal and shear strain fields are uniform. However, sensitivity of the specimens of low
transverse stiffness to the load transfer mechanics is an inherent property, which will cause
variations in the measured shear modulus. Specimen twisting is a result of the fixture design and
high transverse stiffness of the specimens. The effect of specimen twisting on shear modulus
measurement is eliminated if average of front and back shear strains is taken. Shear modulus
measurement using strain gages is not accurate for the woven fabric composites when the fiber tow
size is large. The shear properties of the SMC material is direction dependent. In general, the
application of Iosipescu shear test to composite shear modulus measurement is very accurate if the
appropriate instrumentation and data reduction methods are used.
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Figure Captions
Fig. 1 (a) Modified Wyoming fixture (W2) and (b) modified Iosipescu specimen.
Fig. 2 Typical shear stress-strain data for 0 °, 90" and 0°/90 ° graphite-epoxy specimens.
Fig. 3 Normal and shear strains along the notch axis, normalized with respect to average shear
strain, for (a) 0 °, (b) 90 ° and (c) 0°/90 ° graphite-epoxy specimens.
Fig. 4 U- and v-field moire fringe patterns for (a) 0 ° and (b) 90 ° graphite-epoxy specimens.
Fig. 5 Shear strain data across the notches obtained from manual data reduction of moire fringes
for (a) 0 °, (b) 90 ° and (c) 0"/90 ° graphite-epoxy specimens.
Fig. 6 Normalized strains of+45 ° gages from finite element analysis for (a) 0 °, (b) 90 ° and (c)
0°/90 ° graphite-epoxy specimens.
Fig. 7 Strain vs. stress for typical (a) 0 °, (b) 90 ° and (c) 0°/90 ° graphite-epoxy specimens.
Gages are aligned at +45 ° and 0 ° directions.
Fig. 8 Normal and shear strains along the notch axis, normalized with respect to average shear
strain, for (a) graphite-epoxy (b) Kevlar-epoxy and (c) glass-epoxy specimens.
Fig. 9 (a) Shear stress-strain data for 90 ° graphite-epoxy loaded in different orientations which
were obtained by rotating the specimen about the x,y and z axis. (b) Average of front
and back surface shear strains as a function of shear stress.
Fig. 10 Average of front and back shear stress-strain data of (a) uniweave [0/9017s, (b) plain
weave [0/9016s, (c) plain weave [0/9012s, (d) 5HS [0/9014s and (e) 8HS [0/9013s
specimens.
Fig. 11 Typical moire fringe patterns for (a) plain weave [0/9012s, specimen A, (b) 5HS [0/9014s
and (c) plain weave [0/9012s, specimen B.
Fig. 12 Shear strains across the notches, normalized with respect to the average shear strain, for
(a) uniweave [0/9017s, (b) plain weave [0/9016s, (c) plain weave [0/9012s, (d) 5HS
[0/9014s and (e) 8HS [0/9013s specimens.
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Fig. 16
(a)Moire fringepatternsof theepoxybasedaluminumparticulatecompositespecimensat
anappliedloadof 476N.(b) Shearstrainsacrossthenotches,normalizedwith respecto
theaverageshearstrain,for epoxybasedaluminumparticulatecompositespecimens.
(a)Typiccalshearstress-strainresponse,(b)measuredshearmodulusfor different
relativeorientationsof theSMC-28specimens.
(a)Moire fringepatterns,(b)shearstrainsacrossthenotches,normalizedwith respecto
theaverageshearstrain,of the0° relativeorientationSMC-28specimen.
(a) Shearstress-straindatafor analuminumalloy specimenloadedin different
orientationswhichwereobtainedbyrotatingthespecimenaboutthex,y andz axis.
(b) Averageof front andbacksurfaceshearstrainsasafunctionof shearstress.
Table1 Mechanicalpropertytablefor numericalanalysis
Material*
epoxy
steel
glass-epoxy
Kevlar-epoxy
graphite-epoxy
E11/E22
1.0
1.0
G 12 (GPa)
1.1"*
116.3"*
v12
0.35
0.29
0.264.7 4.1
13.6 2.3 0.34
15.4 7.1 0.30
* Data were obtained from Tsai[12]. ** Calculated using G = E/2(1 + v)
Table 2 Fabric architechture
Panel
Number
2
Layup
[0/9017s
[0/9016s
Weave
Designation
[0/9013s
Uniweave*
Plain Weave
Weave
Architecture
(Warp yarns/cm
x Fill yams/cm)
7.1
4.9 x 4.9
Yarn
Description
3k AS4
3k Celion
12k AS4
Fiber
Volume
Fraction
(%)
55.4
55.5
3 [0/9012s. Plain Weave 3.0x 3.0
4 [0/9014s 5HS 7.1 x 7.1 3k Celion
5 8HS 9A x 9.4 3k Celion 51.0
52.2
59.6
*Uniweave - Approximately 97% of the yarns are orientated in warp direction. A time denier glass
yarn is used in fill direction, 3.1 yarns/cm.
Table 3 Averaged in-plane shear moduli and shear strengths for woven fabric composite materials
Panel
Number
2
3
4
5
Layup
[0/9017_
[0/9016_
[0/9012s
[0/9014s
[O])O]3s
Avg. G12
(GPa)
5.33
4.96
4.05
4.69
4.23
G12 Standard
Deviation(GPa)
0.17
0.25
0.34
0.18
0.06
Avg. S12
fMPa)
136
140
100
142
126
S 12 Standard
Deviation(MP a)
10.0
4.1
2.6
2.7
3.7
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Fig. 3 Normal and shear strains along the notch axis, normalized with respect to average shear
swain, for (a) 0% (b) 90 ° and (c) 00/900 graphite-epoxy specimens.
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Fig. 5 Shear strain data across the notches obtained from manual data reduction of moire fringes
for (a) 0% (b) 90 ° and (c) 00/90 ° graphite-epoxy specimens.
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Fig. 6 Normalized strains of+45" gages from finite element analysis for (a) 0% (b) 90" and (c)
00/90 * graphite-epoxy specimens.
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Fig. 8 Normal and shear strains along the notch axis, normalized with respect to average shear
strain, for (a) graphite-epoxy (b) Kevlar-epoxy and (c) glass-epoxy specimens.
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Fig. 9 (a) Shear stress-strain data for 90 ° graphite-epoxy loaded in different orientations which
were obtained by rotating the specimen about the x,y and z axis. (b) Average of front
and back surface shear strains as a function of shear stress.
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and (c) plain weave [0/9012s, specimen B.
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Fig. 12 Shear strains across the notches, normalized with respect to the average shear strain, for
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Fig.13 (a) Moire fringe patterns of the epoxy based aluminum particulate composite specimens at
an applied load of 476N. (b) Shear strains across the notches, normalized with respect to
the average shear strain, for epoxy based aluminum particulate composite specimens.
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Fig. 14--(a) Typical shear stress-strain responses, (b) measured shear
moduli for different relative orientations of the SMC-28
specimens.
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Fig. 15 (a) Moire fringe patterns, (b) shear strains across the notches, normalized with respect to
the average shear strain, of the 0° relative orientation SMC-28 specimen.
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Fig. 16 (a) Shear stress-strain data for an aluminum alloy specimen loaded in different
orientations which were obtained by rotating the specimen about the x,y and z axis.
(b) Average of front and back surface shear strains as a function of shear stress.
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